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1 Additional DJI hardware
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Some DJI drones can be equipped with additional hardware such as speaker or avoidance collision beacon. If such device is connected, additional
control elements will display on the main screen.
? Speaker

Connecting speaker to DJI drone will result in additional button displayed on the main screen
Tap the button to open record/playback menu:

Speaker volume ? allows to control the volume of drone?s speaker
Persist file ? option to record the audio file to drone?s internal memory
Instant Play ? the recording will be played as soon as completed
Tap to record ? the recording button.
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Play in loop ? allows to play specific file continuously
Play button ? play the selected track
Delete button ? delete the selected track
? Collision avoidance beacon
Collision avoidance beacon or blinker allows to visually identify the vehicle from far away. Connecting one will result in additional button display on the

main screen

Tap it once in order to turn the beacon on
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2 Camera settings
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Camera settings contain the camera settings for photos, video and basic settings.

Note: for DJI vehicles, Camera Settings type resolution and aspect ratio applies only for photos and videos saved to memory card. For real tim

1. Camera settings for photos
Options:
? Capturing mode - shutter control parameters;
? Image ratio - frame side ratio;
? Image format - frame recording format (memory card).
2. Camera settings for video
Options:
? Video size - frame image resolution parameters;
? Video format - stream recording format (memory card);
? NTSC/Pal ? color encoding systems.
3. Camera basic settings
Options:
? White Balance - global adjustment of colors intensity;
? Exposure Mode - sets automatic or manual exposure mode;
? ISO ? parameter to change the equivalent sensitivity matrix and their subsequent analog-to-digital algorithms conversion in the color space;
? Aperture ? a hole through which light passes. This value affects the DOF (depth of field);
? Shutter Speed - is the period of time when the digital sensor inside the camera is exposed to light when a camera's shutter is open. It is the same as
exposure time;
? Lens Focus Mode ? auto or manual focus modes;
? Focus Assistant ? on/off;
? EV - exposure value (EV) is a number that represents a combination of a camera's shutter speed and f-number (focal ratio), such that all combinations
that yield the same exposure have the same EV (for any fixed scene luminance);
? Anti-Flicker ? eliminates flicker lighting when recording video;
? Format SD Card ? used color encoding systems;
? Camera Zoom option (only for cameras supporting zoom, experimental) - On W/T buttons click, camera change its current zoom by 1 step only. No
"continues" zoom supported for the moment.
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3 Click & Go
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Click & Go mode allows to interactively command vehicle to fly to a target location by clicking on the map. Once the location is reached, copter will
hover at reached location, waiting for next command. This behavior is implemented as a mini mission containing two waypoints: current drone position
and target point. In order to start Click & Go mission, set a target point on the map to which the copter has to fly and confirm it.

Steps:
• Press Click & Go command;

Click & Go

• Click on the map to set the target point;

• Adjust additional parameters 'AGL alt', 'Speed' and 'Heading' if needed and confirm to send the command to the drone;

Click & Go parameters

• Press the green check button or the Enter key to confirm..

Heading is the angle between north direction and the vehicle bow. By default, ?Heading? is set collinearly according to flight direction. The drone will fly
to new target point all the way in set ?Heading? angle after the command is sent to the vehicle. If the ?Heading? field is left blank (not 0, but empty) - the
vehicle will fly using current heading. It is also possible to adjust the heading by moving the arrow of the target waypoint.
When performing Click&Go mode for drone on the ground it firstly flies up to ?Minimal safe altitude? (default ? 5m, can be changed in Settings ? Drone
Specific Settings) and then proceed to selected point.
It may be necessary set Take-off point altitude (Take-off point altitude).

Note: If an action trigger is interrupted (Camera by time, etc.) with Click & Go command this action will not perform after clicking ?Continue
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4 Command availability
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UgCS Desktop can show command buttons in different shades. Operator can always press all buttons disregarding of shade. Highlighted buttons
suggest recommended commands, depending on current status of the vehicle.
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5 Command execution specifics
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Current part of article is about vehicle behavior. Some commands are found in the UgCS desktop application, some in the UgCS for DJI. See table
below for more information.
Supported commands:
Command
Arm
Disarm
Auto Mode
Hold
Continue
Manual
Mode
Return
Home
Take-Off
Land

Support
Application
Notes
No
No
Yes
UgCS desktop or UgCS for DJI Take off and start the mission
mission. Vehicle will hover in current position until CONTINUE command issued.
Yes
UgCS desktop or UgCS for DJI Pause
Vehicle can be moved along mission path using Remote controller during Hold
Yes
UgCS desktop or UgCS for DJI Resume mission
Yes

UgCS desktop

This command interrupts mission execution and erases it from drone memory

will gain the pre-con?gured altitude (default is 20m) and return to launch position and
UgCS desktop or UgCS for DJI Vehicle
land. See warning below
No*
UgCS desktop
Drones can take off by switching to auto mode
No*
UgCS desktop
Use Land mission item in order to land the drone after mission execution
to interactively command the copter to travel to a target location by clicking on a point
Click & Go Yes
UgCS desktop or UgCS for DJI Allows
on the map
UgCS desktop (UgCS for DJI Joystick input control
Joystick
Yes
in future releases)
! If GoHome command is activated within the distance of 20 meters from home point, the aircraft will land immediately in the current location, instead of
returning to the home Point!!
Yes

Note: If predefined route Emergency Return Altitude is less than vehicle current altitude, vehicle returns home with vehicle altitude at which
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6 Connecting Android device with the drone
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Connection of the Android device and drone using UgCS for DJI varies depending on the drone type used:
1. Connecting with DJI Phantom 3 Standard
Remote controller (RC) of DJI Phantom 3 Standard creates Wi-Fi network. Ensure that no obstacles are between the drone and RC.
? Connect Android device to Wi-Fi network provided by RC,
? Connect laptop / PC with installed UgCS desktop to the same Wi-Fi network,
? On the Android device launch UgCS for DJI application and wait until the drone is detected.
When both application - mobile UgCS for DJI and desktop UgCS - are in the same network they should detect each other automatically.

Note: The drone will not be detected by UgCS for DJI if other applications like DJI GO, Litchi, etc. are already connected to the drone, becau

2. Connecting with other supported DJI vehicles
Connect mobile Android device to remote controller (RC) via micro USB Cable. Then the Android device should offer to choose from application list, for
example DJI GO and/or UgCS for DJI - choose to run UgCS for DJI.

Note: If the Android device does not show application choice, but opens DJI GO application, clear default settings of DJI GO (Settings -> Apps

UgCS for DJI will automatically detect the type of DJI drone in use.
UgCS for DJI application screen will be displayed shortly after established connection:
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In order to connect UgCS desktop and UgCS for DJI, the PC and Android device must be in same network. Android mobile device or an external
network router can be used as Wi-Fi access point.
Note: Check drone's firmware version by accessing drone settings tab.
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Please always keep drone?s firmware up-to-date. If drone's firmware is

7 Connecting UgCS for DJI and UgCS desktop application
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Once both devices are in same network, connection will be established automatically. This will be confirmed in UgCS for DJI with a green indicator next
to ?UCS? (application status bar).
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8 Creating a route
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After successful drone and RC connection, and if UgCS desktop application and UgCS for DJI mobile companion are in same Wi-Fi network - the drone
should be displayed as available in UgCS desktop software.
UgCS Vehicle cards:

Note: After UgCS for DJI application update, serial number of drone may be different to serial number displayed in previous version of UgCS fo

Please follow the instructions described in UgCS User Manual how to create a route for appropriate drone profile. Route has to be created and after
successful automatic route calculation it can be uploaded to the drone.
In order to upload route to drone, Remote Controller switch should be in specified position:
? Phantom 3 (Professional, Advanced) - mode ?F?,
? Phantom 3 (Standard) - RC switch S1 down,
? Phantom 4, Phantom 4 PRO / ADV - mode ?P?,
? Inspire 1(Professional, Raw) - mode ?F?,
? Inspire 2 - mode ?P?,
? M600 \ M600 Pro - mode ?P?,
? M200 - mode ?P?,
? M100 - mode ?F?,
? A3, N3 - mode ?P?,
? Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 - mode ?P?,
? Spark - mode ?P?.

Note: Route can be uploaded only when the vehicle has acquired Home location. This can take up to one minute after the vehicle is switched on.

After route is uploaded to drone, click ?Auto mode? command in UgCS desktop and drone should start the route.

Note: Planning long routes, take in to the account that the distance between adjacent waypoints should be smaller than 2 km. The first and las
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9 DJI application activation process
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DJI has introduced a new application activation process. If being used in China, DJI aircraft firmware require mobile applications that control DJI aircraft
to be activated with the user's DJI account. This will ensure operators to use correct set of geospatial information and flight functions for their aircraft, as
determined by their geographical location and user profile.
A summary of the activation system is:
? Users in China are required to activate their application by logging into their DJI account at least once every three months within the application
? Activation will be persistent in the application until the user logs out
? A data connection will require to log into a DJI account. When launching UgCS for DJI application a DJI authentication pop-up window will be
displayed - provide your DJI account credentials to be sent to DJI (your DJI account credentials are not stored in UgCS for DJI)
? Additionally, users in China are required to bind their aircraft to their user account in DJI Go. This is required only once
? Outside of China, the application will activate automatically without requiring user to log in.
If an application is not activated, the aircraft not bound (if required) or UgCS for DJI prior to version 2.6 is used - all camera live streams will be
disabled, and flight will be limited to a cylinder of 100m diameter and 30m height to ensure the aircraft stays within line of sight.
More info: DJI Updates Process
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10 DJI verification process before first flight
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When launching UgCS for DJI for the first time, the Android device must be connected to internet, in order to pass DJI verification. This is an
automatic DJI process and does not need any input from the user.
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11 Drone connection and first flight
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• Getting ready
• DJI verification process before first flight
• DJI application activation process
• Connecting Android device with the drone
• Connecting UgCS for DJI and UgCS desktop application
• Creating a route
• Operation list of UgCS desktop and UgCS for DJI
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12 Failsafe actions
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Failsafe action, like "Home location" and "On RC signal loss" can be configured in route parameters menu.
? Initial take-off location,
? Aircraft's current location,
? Remote controller's current location as shown by RC GPS or,
? Mobile device's current location.

Note: new home location will be ignored if drone is on the ground and disarmed. Home location will be automatically assigned to current positi

Emergency return altitude will be used by the drone in case of failsafe event.
If the current drone altitude is lower than Emergency return altitude, the aircraft will adjust its nose direction to face the home point and will go to a
specified emergency altitude before returning home.
If the current drone altitude is higher than Emergency return altitude, the aircraft will adjust its nose direction to face the home point and fly home at its
current altitude.
Maneuver the aircraft, to avoid any obstacles, when returning home.
Complete list of failsafe actions you can find and configure in DJI Assistant software. The default settings are as follows:
Condition
GPS signal loss Land

Behavior

Notes
Happens when there are less than 6 satellites visible for more than 20
seconds

Finish mission if the drone is in auto mode and return
Return home altitude is defined in route settings tab
home
Low battery
Land
See autopilot User Manual for more information
! When creating a flight route, please, pay special attention to a point "Home location" regarding to the route! Point "Home location" must be
specified so that if "Fail-safe" condition accures, the drone is able to fly there from any point of the route in straight trajectory, without facing
obstacles (buildings, terrain features).
RC signal loss
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Following items are required to proceed:
1. DJI drone, supported by UgCS for DJI:
? Phantom 4,
? Phantom 4 PRO,
? Phantom 4 ADV (will be detected as the profile of Phantom 4 PRO),
? Phantom 3 (all editions),
? Inspire 2,
? Inspire 1 (Professional, Raw),
? autopilot A3 series,
? autopilot N3* series,
? M600* or M600 Pro*,
? M200, M210, M210RTK,
? M100,
? Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 Pro/Enterprise/Zoom,
? Spark.
2. Android 4.4+ compatible device (Android device), with installed UgCS for DJI, except devices based on the x86 architecture, as it is not supported for
the current stage.
Minimal recommended display = 4.5??.
Get latest version from Google Play: UgCS for DJI
3. PC with installed UgCS for desktop.
Get latest version UgCS for Desktop
* To be used with DJI Lightbridge 2
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14 Getting ready (iOS)
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Following items are required to proceed:
1. DJI drone, supported by UgCS for DJI:
? Phantom 4,
? Phantom 4 PRO,
? Phantom 4 ADV (will be detected as the profile of Phantom 4 PRO),
? Phantom 3 (all editions),
? Inspire 2,
? Inspire 1 (Professional, Raw),
? autopilot A3 series,
? autopilot N3* series,
? M600* or M600 Pro*,
? M200, M210, M210RTK,
? M100,
? Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 Pro/Enterprise/Zoom,
? Spark.
2. iOS device, with preinstalled UgCS for DJI
3. PC with preinstalled UgCS for desktop.
Get latest version UgCS for Desktop
* To be used with DJI Lightbridge 2
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15 IOS Preface
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UgCS desktop is fully functional ground control software for drones, which runs on PC. UgCS provides all the tools required to plan aerial surveys,
control drone directly, monitor telemetry, view and record online videos and do post-flight analysis. More information on UgCS desktop capabilities can
be found: UgCS.com
UgCS for DJI iOS app (UgCS for DJI) is an application for iOS devices to establish connection between DJI drones and UgCS desktop. UgCS for DJI
supports following DJI vehicles:
? Phantom 4,
? Phantom 4 PRO,
? Phantom 4 PRO V2.0,
? Phantom 4 ADV (will be detected as the profile of Phantom 4 PRO),
? Phantom 3 (all editions),
? Inspire 2,
? Inspire 1,
? A3,
? N3,
? M600 / M600 PRO,
? M200, M210, M210RTK,
? M100,
? Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 Pro/Enterprise/Zoom,
? Spark.
UgCS for DJI can also be used as standalone application to manually fly DJI drone and capture photos or videos.
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16 IOS Unlocking the No-Fly Zones (NFZ) for DJI drones
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To plan and fly missions in restricted areas the NFZ has to be unlocked within two levels:
1. To plan missions, the NFZ has to be unlocked in UgCS desktop (feature enabled for UgCS PRO and UgCS ENTERPRISE),
2. To fly, unblock the DJI?s Geospatial Environment Online (GEO) restrictions for the drone. More detailed information: DJI.com/flysafe
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17 Main screen
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The Main application screen has live video preview on the background. Live video stream is availible at UgCS Desktop client after enabling Live stream.
*Video streaming function is only available for UgCS for Command & Control. More details can be found here

Note: Turn on GPS module on Android device for the location of RC to be displayed in UgCS for desktop.

Main application screen can be divided in these zones:
1 System bar
2 Application status bar
3 Vehicle control bar
4 Live video preview
5 Vehicle control bar
6 Live stream button
7 Camera zoom
8 Camera position control panel
9 Camera settings
10 Payload control
11 MENU
System bar (1) displays the standard Android device bar. Usually this part of screen includes network connection status (Wi-Fi, 3G/LTE, etc.), device
battery level and clock.
Application status bar (2)
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a. SD card free memory percentage.
b. Number of visible satellites. If RTK is in use, the satellite indicator will be marked with ?R?. To view detailed GPS information tap the ?R?.

c. Range extender or remote control battery percentage.
d. Connection status indicator between UCS and UgCS for DJI.
Connection allows mission upload, vehicle control from UgCS and telemetry recording.
e. Drone battery percentage.
f. Distance to home position.
Indicator displays distance projected to the ground, not actual (vertical + horizontal) distance. g. Altitude above ground.
h. Drone speed (airspeed).
Vehicle control panel (3,5) button functions:
Open Route - displays a list of routes that have been uploaded from UgCS desktop. Select a route from the list for the flight.
Upload Route - to upload a route from UgCS for DJI to drone?s autopilot, enabling the drone to fly in auto-mode.
Choose Map Type ? to choose which map type should be used for this flight. Maps will be uploaded from UgCS desktop.
Icon

Function

Open Route

Upload Route

Choose Map

Show My Location

Show Location of Drone
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Go to Home Location

Set Home Location

Take-off

Pause Mission

Resume Mission

Active Track

Cancel mission

Vehicle information and settings*

Sound recorder/Playback
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Collision avoidance beacon on/off

Gimbal control (Free mode)

FPV Mode

Re-alignment

Live video preview (4) displays video stream from drone camera. Tap the live video preview screen to swap it with the map-view. To minimize the
preview screen, tap the upper-right-corner X icon. To restore the preview screen ? tap restore

icon in the bottom left corner.

Live stream (6) Enable live stream, to display the video stream in UgCS desktop client. *Video streaming function is only available for UgCS for
Command & Control. More details can be found here.
Note: Some windows which can?t be closed by X button, can be swiped to the side of the screen

Camera zoom and autofocus (7) Tap and gold T to zoom in, W to zoom out. Tap and hold R for autofocus. The Zoom settings of UgCS is limited by
optical zoom range of particular camera.
Camera position control panel (8) blue dot indicator displays current position of camera. To control camera position on the touchscreen, move finger
up or down, to left or right (works for payloads with supported yaw control). Invert camera controls in Settings of main menu.
Camera settings (9) various camera parameters can be configured. Tap to set ISO, shutter and exposure values of the camera.
Payload control (10) functions: switch between photo or video mode; make shot or start/stop video recording.
Menu (11) button navigates to camera setting menu to define photo camera mode: single photo, multiple photos, continuous photo capturing
(continuous photo mode may not work for Inspire 1).

Note: due to the different technical approach of Z30, it is not possible to see the correct zoom values in UgCS for DJI - for now, the workaro
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Current part of article relates to UgCS desktop application and vehicle behavior.
Mission waypoint actions supported by DJI:
Flight
plan
element / Support
action
Takeoff
Yes
Land
Yes
Set camera tilt angle.

Camera
control

Yes

Camera yaw angle will force aircraft to make yaw at given waypoint. Or use RC or UgCS for DJI to control camera tilt.

Note: For Waypoint mission (all drone types), possible tilt values are [0..90].
Note: For "Set Camera altitude / zoom" action setting camera yaw different from 0.0 will trigger relative "RotateAircraft"

Start/stop video recording or make single shot at given waypoint

Camera
mode

Yes

Use remote control or dedicated buttons in UgCS for DJI application to make shot or start/stop video recording.
Only one wait action per waypoint is allowed

Wait

Yes

On DJI devices Yaw action is executed in the following manner - turning to the defined angle starts from the waypoint where the correspond

Yaw

Yes

Note: When Yaw action is used, it might affect how the rest of the route turns will be executed, meaning it is possible th

Panorama Yes

*NOTE: DJI drones have limited for amount of actions that are executed in each waypoint.

Application may automatically adjust angular step value in order to match this limit.
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Parameters angular velocity and per-sector waiting are ignored.
Point of interest (POI) sets the point of interest for the vehicle to face towards during the flight

Point of
Interest

Yes

DJI drone will start continues photo capturing with a time delay till next waypoint. Add number of photos and a delay before the shot series

Camera
by time

Yes

Note: Minimal time interval is different for different DJI drones. If the time interval is too short, error message will d
Note: If the route has one or more segments with adaptive bank turn type, all waypoint action will be ignored! In this case, manually launch c
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19 Operation list of UgCS desktop and UgCS for DJI
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No
1

Step
Create
route

Application
in which
the Step is
performed
UgCS
To create, plan and calculate mission and routes, use UgCS desktop client.
desktop
To upload the route to drone use UgCS desktop:

Notes

? Select drone (start route automatic calculation)
? Press ?Upload? button
Pay attention to the remote control mode:
Phantom 3 (Professional, Advanced) ? mode ?F?,
Phantom 3 (Standard) - RC switch S1 down,
Phantom 4, Phantom 4 PRO / ADV - mode ?P?,
Inspire 1, (Professional, Raw) - mode ?F?,
Inspire 2 - mode ?P?,
M600 / M600 Pro - mode ?P?,
M200 - mode ?P?,
M100 - mode ?F?,
A3, N3 - mode ?P?,
Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 - mode ?P?,
Spark - mode ?P?.
To stop a mission toggle RC switch from "F" to "P".
To stop a Phantom 4 (PRO), mission toggle RC switch from "P" to "S" (Sport) mode.
User should set new home point with caution (see Route settings: home location). A home location is valid if it is within 30m of:
? initial take-off location
? aircraft?s current location
? remote controller?s current location as shown by RC GPS
? mobile device?s current location

Upload
route

UgCS
desktop

Use UgCS desktop or UgCS for DJI to launch route. Press ?Auto mode? command in UgCS desktop or ?Take-off? button in UgCS

3

Auto ?
Launch
route

UgCS
desktop or
UgCS for
DJI

4

Manual
mode

Sets vehicle in manual mode, for example, to control vehicle with RC. This command interrupts mission and erases it from drone m

5

Hold

UgCS
desktop
UgCS
desktop or
UgCS for
DJI
UgCS
desktop or
UgCS for
DJI
UgCS
desktop or
UgCS for
DJI

2

*NOTE: Route will not be uploaded if drone has completed the mission. In this case, send ?Hold? or ?Manual mode? co

6

Continue

7

Track
mission

8

Take
pictures or
record
video

After drone has finished the route, ?Auto Mode? command will become enabled and the route can be repeated.
*NOTE: For Phantom 3 Standard, ensure RC throttle stick is not locked down!

Puts mission on hold. If flown in Click & Go mode - stops the vehicle and clears current target point.

*NOTE: When drone is in 'Hold' mode, operator can move it via RC only along the current pass (only forward and back

Continues mission from point where mission was put on hold.
1. Use UgCS desktop to track vehicle?s telemetry data.
2. Use UgCS for DJI to control camera.
3. Use both applications to change control mode or failsafe command performance (return to home).
Use remote controller or dedicated buttons in UgCS for DJI application to make a shot or start/stop recording of video.

UgCS
desktop or
UgCS for
DJI

*NOTE: Minimal time interval between taking pictures is different for different DJI drones. If the time interval is
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The parameters of camera can be modified in ?Camera settings?.

9

?onfigure
camera

UgCS for
DJI

If ?Make a placemark on photo? is checked in UgCS for DJI Settings menu, use remote controller or dedicated buttons in UgCS fo

photo UgCS for
10 Take
placemark DJI

Phantom 3 and Inspire 1 support Land mission command in UgCS desktop. Use Return to Home command in UgCS for DJI.

11 Land

UgCS
desktop or
UgCS for
DJI

*NOTE: Manoeuvre the aircraft during landing to avoid obstacles.

UgCS
or
12 Click & Go desktop
UgCS for
DJI
UgCS
desktop
13 Joystick
(UgCS for
DJI in future
releases)
UgCS
desktop or
14 Return
Home
UgCS for
DJI

Enables to interactively command the aircraft to fly to a location by clicking on the map. See Click & Go section for more informatio

Control vehicle with joystick.

Enables to interactively command aircraft to fly to a home location. Maneuver the aircraft to avoid obstacles, when returning home.
*NOTE: If the vehicle is within 30m from Home position it will land immediately.
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20 Preface
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UgCS desktop is fully functional ground control software for drones, which runs on PC. UgCS provides all the tools required to plan aerial surveys,
control drone directly, monitor telemetry, view and record online videos and do post-flight analysis. More information on UgCS desktop capabilities can
be found: UgCS.com
UgCS for DJI mobile companion application (UgCS for DJI) is an application for Android devices to establish connection between DJI drones and UgCS
desktop. UgCS for DJI supports following DJI vehicles:
? Phantom 4,
? Phantom 4 RTK (only with SDK remote controller),
? Phantom 4 PRO,
? Phantom 4 PRO V2.0,
? Phantom 4 ADV (will be detected as the profile of Phantom 4 PRO),
? Phantom 3 (all editions),
? Inspire 2,
? Inspire 1,
? A3,
? N3,
? M600 / M600 PRO,
? M300 RTK,
? M200, M210, M210RTK,
? M100,
? Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 Pro/Enterprise/Zoom,
? Spark.
UgCS for DJI can also be used as standalone application to manually fly DJI drone and capture photos or videos.
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21 Set Take-off point altitude
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If the drift barometer sensor on the vehicle has reached a certain threshold, UgCS can request information on current altitude of the vehicle.
The same can occur when data from barometer sensor is reset (for example, restarting the vehicle).
In this case following error will be displayed in vehicle log: Route upload failed. Command cannot be sent: please specify take-off point altitude for the
drone.
Following window will appear:

Click to set value from the current terrain altitude under the vehicle

Or set the value manually.
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22 Settings menu
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Settings Menu sections include:
? DJI account settings
? DJI Drone
? Camera
? Live stream
? Maps
? App Settings
? About
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DJI account settings
Displays DJI authentication status.
DJI Drone
Displays information about connected drone: type, serial number and firmware version.
Simulator
Enables to turn on the Simulator.

Drone Specific Settings:
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? Failsafe - enables to set the behavior for Failsafe situations.
? Drone name ? specify drone name.
? Distance limit - enables to set the limit of the maximum flight distance.
? Maximum flight altitude ? shows the maximum flight altitude for the vehicle
? Gimbal work mode - allows to choose one of the values: Free, FPV or Yaw Follow.
? Maximum corner radius controls the curvature of the path in case if the route contains Adaptive Bank Turn waypoints.
? Minimal safe altitude is a value that prevents from flying straight to the target waypoint from the ground. Drone climbs to this altitude first.
? Display Radar Chart - indicates obstacles in real time.
? Enable Custom Payload - enables interaction with custom payloads.
? Anti-collision beacon ? enables beacon lights
Important:It is necessary to restart the drone after changing the distance limit in the application.

DJI RTK Network Service settings

? Enable RTK ? When activated, application initiate communication to a third-party RTK network server.
? Server address ? The IP address or the domain name of the server that provides RTK network service
? Server port ? The port number that application should connect to
? Username ? User name to access the network service
? Password ? Password to access the network service
? Mount point ? Mount point of the network service, which is a source ID for every streamed Ntrip source
? Test RTK setting ? Test button to check if everything is set correctly

Enable camera preview
Enables or disables video streaming in main view. *Video streaming function is only available for UgCS for Command & Control. More details can
be found here.
Airlink settings
Displays advanced WiFi Link settings: Video input, Video output and Data channel.
? Video Input:
- Enable External Video Input Port - to enable/disable Lightbridge 2 dual encode mode.
- Bandwidth Allocation For LB Video Input.
? Video Output:
- Enable secondary video output on Remote Controller. By default Remote Controller outputs video to Mobile Device. User is able to enable/disable a
secondary video stream to one of Remote Controller's physical HDMI or SDI ports. *Video streaming function is only available for UgCS for
Command & Control. More details can be found here.
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- Secondary video output port - to choose Remote Controller?s HDMI or SDI port for secondary video output.
- HDMI video output format - to set resolution and frame rate.
- SDI video output format - to set resolution and frame rate.
? Data Channel:
- Transmission Mode - to set FPV video high quality vs low latency preference. This mode only effects FPV camera, not camera on HD Gimbal.
- Channel Selection Mode - Auto/Custom. Sets downlink channel selection mode (manual or automatic) for wireless link.
- Data Rate - Sets the downlink data rate (throughput). Higher data rates increase the quality of video transmission, but can only be used at shorter
ranges.
- Airlink Frequency - The frequency bands for Lightbridge 2.4 GHz / 5.7 GHz / 5.8 GHz. Sets the LB air link frequency band. It is only supported by
Inspire 2 and Phantom 4 Pro. For the other products with LB air link, the frequency band is always 2.4 GHz.
Invert gimbal gesture control
Enables to choose direct or reverse gimbal control.
Gimbal's Rotation Speed ? Optical Zoom Level Coefficient
Slows down the rotation speed of the gimbal when increasing camera optical zoom, range is [1, 100]. For example, coefficient is 10 and camera optical
zoom is set to maximal value, gimbal rotation speed will be reduced 10 times.
Live Stream Provider. *Video streaming function is only available for UgCS for Command & Control. More details can be found here.
Enables to choose a stream provider: no stream, UgCS stream or RTSP stream.
Live Stream Provider Preferences
Allows configuring the settings of the chosen stream provider. More information can be found in UgCS User manual's section "Video display and
recording" and "Configure connection to the Videostream". UgCS desktop video is always displayed with aspect ratio 3:4.
DJI Transcoding
Allows changing transcoding method and bitrate.
- Use DJI Transcoding. Auto ? allows DJI to transcode the stream. Enabled - phone or tablet will transcode the stream. Disabled ? transcoding is
disabled.
- Data rate, Mbps. Slider allows increasing or decreasing the stream bitrate in order to change the stream performance and quality.
Placemark settings
Allows creating placemarks during photoshoot
- Make a placemark on photo ? enabling this option will put a placemark on the map from where the photo were taken
- Placemark layer ? choose the layer of the map, placemark needs to be assigned to
- Upload timeout, s ? determines, how much time, the program is ready to wait uploading photo, before rejecting it. Default is 30 seconds.
Map Provider
Allows choosing a map: no map, Google map or Geoserver map.
Map Provider Preferences
Allows configuring a chosen map, choosing between satellite, normal, hybrid or terrain.
Enable Map Rotation
Allows map rotation.
App Settings
Interface
User Interface field allows changing user preferences settings, for example - Localization setting: Select the unit system to use throughout the app.
Advanced
Advanced field allows to configuring application settings which are necessary for normal functionality of application, it includes:
? Enable/Disable SSDP for automatic searching of UgCS desktop application in local network,
? Enable UgCS direct connection, UgCS server direct host, UgCS server direct port,
? Enable/Disable UgCS Bluetooth connection,
? Enable/Disable Joystick Control,
? Open logs directory access,
? Enable/Disable Advanced telemetry view.
Version
Displays current version of the UgCS for DJI application.
Network
Displays current network information.
UCS connection port
Displays port, which currently is selected. ?
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Vehicle state (armed/disarmed) is controlled from RC transmitter.
Flight mode meaning:
? Auto: Vehicle is executing mission or is returning to launch position.
? Manual: Vehicle is holding position.
? Click & Go: Vehicle is ready to fly to target point.
Note: User can take over the control from any mode at any time by flipping the RC mode.
Note: If you see strange altitudes in UgCS desktop client telemetry window, please check your vehicle ?Take-off point altitude?.
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Tap ?camera settings? menu ? Display mode:

Select the desired mode ? Visual only, thermal only or MSX

The default temperature range is set to -10 Celsius to +120 Celsius. Please remember, the wider the temperature range, the less accurate it will display
the temperature changes.
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The human being at these settings is barely visible as the thermal camera needs a greater temperature change slope.
Tap the ?thermometer? icon to set the desired temperature scope:

Set the desired temperature scope for example:

In the case shown, the minimal temperature would be 11 degrees Celsius and the maximum ? 54 degrees Celsius.
UgCS for DJI has a several display options for the thermal camera:
The thermal mode:
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The MSX mode:
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And the Visual Only mode, which is the regular camera.
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Problem
Can't launch UgCS for DJI
application
Drone reject the flight
Experience problems with
drone connection

Solution
If UgCS for DJI closes right after start - restart the mobile device
Difference in altitudes of your route is more than 120 meters
Check out native ?DJI GO? application is not installed
Specify the vehicle the in vehicle list:

The device does not appear
on map view screen

No connection to the mobile
application UgCS between
the PC and mobile devices
If the UgCS for DJI
application is connected to
the drone and shows that
UgCS desktop application
(green light besides UCS text
on bottom) is also connected,
but operator cannot find the
device in PC application.
Displayed message: ?Route
upload failed

Restart PC

Try the following steps:
? Restart PC application (UgCS standalone client).
? Make sure both device, Android device and PC is in same network.

This can happen if waypoints with Adaptive bank turn are in use and distance between two points is too small to perform
Route segment 2 is too short nice curve. Open Drone Specific settings and decrease damping distance.
to perform damping
Decrease damping distance. Please report all issues with UgCS software to Support Team support@ugcs.com*
(suggested 13.4 m)?
This can happen if before opening UgCS for DJI the video resolution is changed in DJI GO application. In order to fix it,
Video preview is not shown please close UgCS for DJI application, start DJI GO and close it. Video preview should now be available in UgCS for
DJI.
Error during mission:
?Camera is busy command is Time interval between two shots is too short, try to decrease flight speed or increase time interval.
not supported in the
Camera?s current state?
Message: ?Route upload
DJI restriction is 2000m between two adjacent waypoints, first and last waypoints are considered as adjacent too for
failed
some DJI drones. For Mavic series, the first and last point may be further than 2 kilometers.
Set home location FAILED
Error! Distance of the first
and last waypoint is more
than 2000m
Error ?Route upload failed?
when trying to upload route
with Circle item

If it is necessary to finish the mission within more than 2000m from takeoff position, you have to create route till your
desired location, then add additional waypoints back to takeoff location, so the last waypoint is closer than 2000m. At the
real landing location you can add wait action, so drone stays in the air. When drone has reached the location, overtake
control and land the drone manualy.
Ensure that start point of route is not at the same location as end point. Add one extra WP before or after circle, or add
takeoff / land command
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Check the network connection. Some proxy servers may block verification request.
Error ?Permission Check
Failed? dialog
Some waypoint actions are
ignored and error is
displayed: ?Route Uploaded
With Warning. Some
waypoints have too many
actions. Nr: 2?
Error during mission:
?Camera is busy command is
not supported in the
Camera?s current state?
After changing the camera
settings, there is no image or
it displays black screen
Error: ?The distance between
adjacent waypoints should be
less than 2km. Note, that first
and last waypoints are also
considered as an adjacent?
Drone takes more pictures
than specified or Filming
continued after reaching last
point of complex algorithms
(e.g. Area Scan)
Drone continues capture
pictures by some interval
after mission completion
Message "Execution of this
process has timed out" even
if there are no obstacles
between the drone and RC
there is a good GPS signal
(or in simulator mode)
"Simulator is on" message on
the screen after drone restart
(for example, after battery
change)
Faulty video stream
displayed at UgCS desktop
After uploading route and
pressing Auto mode
sometimes error: ?The GPS
signal of the aircraft is weak?
is displayed
If A3 autopilot is used with
ZenmuseZ3 then UgCS for
DJI detects A3 as Inspire 1
Camera does not start to take
photos/video
DJI Phantom 3 flies the route,
although it remained in
Manual mode
Error ?The distance between
first and last waypoint should

When launching UgCS for DJI for the first time, the Android device must be connected to internet, in order to pass DJI
verification. This is an automatic DJI process and does not need any input from the user. Another option - to reinstall
UgCS for DJI
This warning is related to DJI drones? waypoint actions limit ? maximum 15 action are allowed for each waypoint.
*NOTE: photo panorama uses 2 actions for one segment (rotate aircraft and make photo)

Time interval between two shots is too short, try to decrease flight speed or increase time interval

Check camera settings.

Set waypoint closer to each other or supplement route to home

When planning a route, after the passage of a complex algorithm, add a waypoint with no Actions.
After the device will make the designated or calculated number of shots, shooting stops
Press ?photo/video button? on mobile application in order to stop this action. (This scenario can happen if user sets
camera trigger by time in last waypoint)
Sometimes during mission upload or attempt to switch to Auto mode, this message can be displayed, even if no
obstacles located between drone and RC and good GPS signal is present (or in simulator mode). Not only obstacle, but
also interference can lead to timeout

Restart UgCS for DJI or open application menu and stop simulator
Change camera settings for aspect ratio to 4:3

Restart UgCS for DJI

This error will be resolve in nearest future
Camera needs time to save/store photo/video into SD card. Please add a Wait action before starting new photo/video
recording
On RC toggle/switch P-A-F
In case of a single segment circle or perimeter route, due to a DJI flight controller limitation during the route upload
following error will be displayed - "The distance between first and last waypoint should be more than 0.5m".
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be more than 0.5m?
In order to proceed, add any type of a segment, e.g. Waypoint before or after the Circle or Perimeter segment
Error "Altitude too high"
Most likely, route exceeding the height limit set in DJI GO/DJI GO4 app. Please check height limit in DJI GO/DJI GO4
The shot number in the
action does not work for DJI The shot number in the action does not work for DJI autopilot firmware less than 3.2.10.0, i.e for FC before P4
In case of facing undescribed issue, please contact UgCS Support Team at support@ugcs.com and provide the following:
? Provide description of the issue, screenshots or mission related information,
? Log files (attach a .zip file of the log folder to e-mail), The log directory can be accessed by taping on ?Open logs? button from the loading screen of
UgCS for DJI.

? Location of log files: Device storage>Android>data>com.UgCS.android.vsm.dji>files>log_cat directory. ? In case if unable to find log files, please send
UgCS and UgCS for DJI version number which can be found in settings menu
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UgCS for DJI interface includes Main Screen and Settings Menu.
• Main screen
Section contains a description of all the buttons and icons on The Main application screen.
• Vehicle information and settings
Section contains a description of all the buttons and icons on The Vehicle information and settings menu.
• Camera settings
Section contains:
1. Photo camera settings
2. Video camera settings
3. Camera basic settings
• Settings menu
Settings Menu sections include:
? DJI account settings
? DJI Drone
? Camera
? Live stream
? Maps
? App Settings
? About
• Additional DJI hardware
Additional DJI hardware section include:
? Speaker
? Collision avoidance beacon
• Thermal Camera
? Thermal settings
? Thermal interface
? Thermal mode
? MSX mode
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27 UgCS for DJI User Manual
Main Page UgCS

UgCS for DJI User Manual has moved to another platform. Please visit new page
UgCS for DJI User Manual is available in pdf format from our Home page
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To plan and fly missions in restricted areas the NFZ has to be unlocked within two levels:
1. To plan missions, the NFZ has to be unlocked in UgCS desktop (feature enabled for UgCS PRO and UgCS ENTERPRISE),
2. To fly, unblock the DJI?s Geospatial Environment Online (GEO) restrictions for the drone. More detailed information: DJI.com/flysafe
3. Detailed NFZ unlocking manual is here.
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There are two possible simulator engines to use with UgCS ? UgCS for DJI simulator and DJI PC Simulator.
UgCS for DJI simulator is a simulator built-in mobile companion application for Android devices.
The DJI PC Simulator is a flight simulator designed for developers. Moreover, it is possible to use it to perform safe tests of the flights. The simulator
creates a virtual 3D environment and provides data analysis from flight data transmitted to the PC with UgCS.
To enable built-in UgCS for DJI simulator, open Menu -> Simulator:

And check the box:

Specify takeoff coordinates:

A message at main screen will be displayed, confirming that Simulator is switched on - the Simulator can be controlled by remote control and UgCS.
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Always remember to turn the Simulator off!
If a new route is being uploaded, which location is further than 500m away from previous route, check that Home location is placed correctly. It is
recommended to Disarm the drone and Arm it back after uploading the route - check if Home position is correctly located and Take-off altitude is set
correctly on ground.
Built-in simulator is a new UgCS for DJI function, therefore check Troubleshooting section below, if experiencing any problems.
There are applications to emulate the flight of the DJI. For example ?DJI PC Simulator?. Simulator can be controlled by remote control and UgCS.
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Tapping information button opens a screen with current vehicle information, calibration and settings options.

? Overall status ? Displays the current status of the vehicle
? Flight mode ? The flight mode, drone is currently using.
Sport ? Sport Mode increases the available speed of the aircraft by using GPS signal only. The forward & downward sensors are disabled. The gain on
the controller is increased.
Position GPS (P-GPS) - all the sensors on the aircraft are active, GPS and any available vision or infrared sensors.
Tripod ? Aircraft has a maximum speed of 2.2 mph and the remote controller movements are significantly reduced.
ATTI ? ATTI mode will only maintain the altitude of the aircraft and does not use any GPS or vision systems.
? Compass ? Compass helps the vehicle with orientation. Calibrate the compass every time the vehicle takes off from a new place
? IMU (Inertia Measurement Unit) Status ? Barometer and gyroscope allows to see the altitude and the direction of the flight. Calibrate IMU in case of
abnormal behavior.
? ESC (Electronic Speed Control) Status ? Motor control. In case of abnormal motor behavior, an error message will display here.
? Vision sensors ? Allows the vehicle to see the obstacles
? Radio channel quality ? Quality of the radio signal between the RC and drone
? Remote controller mode ? Controller sticks mode
Mode 1 (left: forward/backward ; turn left/right | right: up/down ; sideways left/right)
Mode 2 (left: up/down ; turn left/right | right: forward/backward ; sideways left/right)
Mode 3 (left: forward/backward ; sideways left/right | right: up/down ; turn left/right)
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? Aircraft battery ? Remaining drone battery charge percentage
? Remote controller battery ? Remaining remote controller charge percentage
? Aircraft battery temperature ? Temperature of the aircraft battery
? SD Card storage ? Available space and status of the drone SD card. Option to format SD card.
? Gimbal status ? Status of the aircraft gimbal
? Max altitude ? Set the maximum altitude the drone can gain
? Max flight distance ? Set the maximum range the drone can fly from RC or disable the fence.
? Internal storage ? Drone internal storage
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UgCS desktop route planning allows specifying different turn types ? i.e. the way drone passes the waypoint. There are 2 different routing planning
modes for DJI autopilots: fixed-point turn mode (Stop and Turn) and adaptive coordinated turn mode (Adaptive Bank Turn). You can choose turn type for
each Waypoint, Circle, and Perimeter. The default turn mode in the system is Stop and turn.

Turn types

Turn type
Stop and Turn

Support
Notes
Yes
Aircraft ?ies to the ?rst ?xed point accurately, stops at the ?xed point and then ?ies to the next ?xed point
Aircraft will not stop at the fixed point, but will ?cut the corner? and pass through without a stop.
Adaptive Bank Turn Yes
The maximum corner radius can be adjusted in UgCS for DJI mobile application in ?drone specific settings?

Note: In most cases, actions will not function with Adaptive Bank turn
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